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Open vacancy 
Operational support

In an increasingly dense and urban world, we are all searching for spaces where we can come down and 
reconnect with nature. Such escapes are our own personal paradises, and it is paradises like these that 
landscape architect Erik Dhont designs. Whether developed for private residences, commercial sites, or 
public spaces, his landscape projects explore the countless ways in which we humans can redesign nature. 
A “cultivated” nature that is more or less wild, depending on our tastes and needs.

Over the last 20 years, Erik Dhont and his team have created a wide-range of projects, private and public, 
and collaborated with major architects and designers like Axel Vervoordt, Nicolas Schuybroek and Tony 
Fretton. Their portfolio contains emblematic creations such as the Ringenhof in Lier, the La Gara family 
estate in Geneva or a sculpture garden in Malibu. But the focus is equally on projects with social added 
value such as the park Reine-Verte in Brussels, the crematorium landscape Siesegem in Aalst or the 
university hospital campus Gasthuisberg in Leuven. In 2014, the Center for Fine Arts in Brussels devoted 
an exhibition to Erik Dhont’s conceptual plaster models and this spring, a monography on his recent 
achievements is to be published.

To strengthen the Brussels multidisciplinary team of 8 landscape architects and architects, there is 
currently an open vacancy for operational support.
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Job description:

- act as the central point of contact within the organization
- contribute to the financial and operational management
- provide support for the daily operation
- steer the external communication
- setting up subsidy files, applications and quotations
- accounting follow-up

Profile:

- enthusiastic team player who can take a leading role in developing a sustainable growth strategy 
- you have at least a bachelor’s degree and already had at least a first work experience
- experience with management and / or communication necessary, botanical interest a plus
- good communication skills and an eye for graphics, social media skills desirable
- preferably bilingual (Dutch / French), English is a plus

We offer:

- a challenging and varied job in a dynamic organization
- a full-time contract for an indefinite period
- remuneration in accordance with the position, depending on qualifications and experience

If you are interested, applications may be sent to info@erikdhont.com. 
Discretion is assured.


